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lora reynolds Gallery is pleased to present Practice, Practice, Practice, curated by 
Michael smith and jay sanders.  

this group exhibition began with the curators thinking about “threes”, the comedic idea 
of timing and the “rule of three” which suggests that things are inherently funnier in 
threes. they also considered jasper johns’ recipe - take an object, do something to it, do 
something else to it.  ideas of timing, comedy, repetition, self-improvement and practice 
are all explored in this exhibition.

sharon hayes’ piece, ‘symbionese liberation army (sla) screeds #13, 16, 20 & 29’, 
consists of nearly 200 dubbed Vhs tapes stacked in an installation.  the viewer is invited 
to take a tape home in order to view hayes reciting the speeches Patty hearst made to 
her parents via television when she had been converted to the sla.  each time hayes 
misspeaks, her audience corrects her and she continues. Max schumann has made new 
paintings of condos for the exhibition. his practice of making different versions of the 
same painting, over and over again, and assigning different prices questions the correla-
tions between market value and quality. aura rosenberg’s photographs, ‘head shots’ are 
images of men’s faces captured in masterbatory orgasms.  rosenberg gives us an alter-
native meaning for the term “head shot” and new definitions of practice, performance 
and casting.

several works in the show allude to “hitting one’s mark”. in john Waters’ three pho-
tographic works entitled ‘Mark’ the artist documents the tape marks on the floor that 
indicate an actor’s position in a scene. ray Mortenson’s ‘untitled’ photograph shot in the 
bronx of a large target painted on the wall in an abandoned bedroom.  these works ad-
dress timing, self improvement and practice.  john Kilduff’s piece, ‘let’s Paint, exercise 
and Cook Pancakes’ features the artist in a television program performing all three tasks 
simultaeously and is a celebration of the absurdity of the feeling that one must be “on” all 
of the time.  he makes it through his tasks in 28 minutes still standing.  

artists included in the exhibition are: ericka beckman, Patterson beckwith, robert Cum-
ming, harry dodge & stanya Kahn, Kate Gilmore, Pat de Groot, rachel harrison, sharon 
hayes, alex hubbard, john Kilduff, joanna Malinowska, Ken Morgan, ray Mortenson, 
shana Moulton, Maria nordman, jim O’rourke, david robbins, aura rosenberg, Michel 
sauer, Max schumann, stuart sherman, howard smith, josh smith, tony tasset, john 
Waters, and joe Zane
  
Michael smith is an artist based in brooklyn, new york and austin. he is an associate 
Professor in the department of art and art history at the university of texas at austin 
and was recently the subject of a major retrospective entitled Mike’s World at the blanton 
Museum which traveled to the institute of Contemporary art in Philadelphia. jay 
sanders is a curator, writer and Gallery director at Greene naftali, new york. this is the 
second time Michael and jay are working together in a curatorial endeavor.
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Practice, Practice, Practice will be on view at lora reynolds Gallery, 360 nueces, suite 
50, austin, texas 78701 through june 13, 2009. hours: tuesday through saturday, 11:00 
am to 6:00 pm.  For further information please contact elizabeth Chiles at 512 215 4965 
or info@lorareynolds.com. 
 


